
Avoid maternal burnout

Start sleep training early
“The Best Time to Start a Bedtime Routine Is

When You Bring Your Child Home from the
Hospital."

“Children thrive on routine, so do parents and the
faster you get started on it, the better”

 
 

Introduce the bottle early
“If You Breast-feed, Teach Your Child to Take a

Bottle Once Nursing Is Established”
“Don't fall into the trap of nursing exclusively for

the first few months. It may result in the baby
refusing anything but the breast - complicating

your return-to-work plans”
 
 

Have simple bedtime routine
“Make Sure That Bedtime Is Simple Enough

That One Grown-up Can Do It"
“Babies don’t need complex bedtimes. If

bathtime feels overwhelming, do it at another
time. Keep it simple: story, song, rocking, and

put your baby down.”

Get them to sleep by themselves

motherhoodhq.com

“ Make Sure That All the Adults in the Household
Participate in Bedtime to avoid maternal burnout”

“Every parent or other caregiver should feel
comfortable doing the bedtime routine and putting the

child down at an early age”
 
 

“Put Your Child to Bed Drowsy but Awake, Starting
Around Three to Four Months”

“Get your baby to fall asleep alone. However, if they cry
a lot, your baby probably still needs you to help her fall

asleep. You can try again in a week”

Compiled by Ashley Davis, editor and sleep expert at
MotherhoodHQ. 
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Excerpts From a book by Craig Canapari,
MD. “It's Never Too Late to Sleep Train”. 



Put a stop to swings

Get them used to being alone
“Don’t Sprint into Your Child’s Room at Night at

the First Sound of Wakefulness”
“Remember that the random cry, burp, fart, or
snort does not demand immediate attention.

After the first few months”

Don't obsess over the monitor
“Human infants have thrived for thousands of years

without video monitors.”
“The majority of the latest baby monitor technology
is cumbersome, expensive, and unnecessary. Get an

audio monitor, if you really need it."
 

Room sharing
“Although American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)

recommends that parents room-share with
infants for the first year of life to prevent SIDS,

evidence is weak and the potential for bad sleep
habits is much higher.” 

“Talk with Your Pediatrician About the Need for
Room Sharing in the First Year”

 

Get your baby to nap more
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“Sleep in Motion in the First Six Months Is OK, but
After That, Be at Home"

“if you don't stop, your child will start to develop a
habit that will be hard to break”

 

“Naps Are Hard—but a Few Techniques Can Help”
“As you fix nighttime sleep, the naps tend to get
better. Follow the set training and routine you've

adopted religiously”
 

 
Ashley Davis is a certified baby sleep expert and the editor of

MotherhoodHQ, a site by experienced moms sharing top
motherhood guides and reviews on top baby gear. 
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